ABSTRACT: Predicting the course and major products of arbitrary reactions is a fundamental problem in chemistry, one that chemists must address in a variety of tasks ranging from synthesis design to reaction discovery. Described here is an expert system to predict organic chemical reactions based on a knowledge base of over 1,500 manually composed reaction transformation rules. Novel rule extensions are introduced to enable robust predictions and describe detailed reaction mechanisms at the level of electron flows in elementary reaction steps, ensuring that all reactions are properly balanced and atom-mapped. The core reaction prediction functionalities of this expert system are illustrated with applications including: (1) prediction of detailed reaction mechanisms; (2) computer-based learning in organic chemistry; (3) retro synthetic analysis; and (4) combinatorial library design. Select applications available via
Introduction
Among the most fundamental problems in organic chemistry is predicting the course and major products of arbitrary reactions. In addition to being a fundamental scientific problem, reaction prediction is also important for several practical applications including the planning of new chemical experiments and syntheses. Seminal work in computer-aided reaction prediction was achieved with the CAMEO 1 and EROS 2 systems and several other projects have made their own advances (e.g., Beppe 3 , ROBIA 4 , SOPHIA 5 , ToyChem 6 ), however most computer reaction prediction systems have fallen out of support over time. Thus developing an expert system capable of reliable reaction predictions remains one of the most important and unsolved problems in chemoinformatics 7, 8 .
The relative lack of emphasis and support for reaction prediction is surprising given its fundamental importance for organic chemistry, especially considering the amount of attention given to the complementary problem of retro synthesis. Although these two problems are closely intertwined, historically more attention has been given to computer-aided retro synthetic analysis 9 , where one wishes to identify a synthetic pathway to yield a desired target product. A likely reason for this imbalance is the more obvious relevance of retro synthesis towards obtaining important small molecules, including the majority of pharmaceutical drugs and natural products. Even within the scope of retro synthetic analysis however, reaction prediction is of direct relevance to solving one of the two key components of the analysis problem. The first component of the problem is the generation of retro synthetic suggestions while the second component is the validation of these suggestions as viable synthetic reactions. Without consideration for reactivity issues in the second component, generating retro synthetic suggestions is relatively straightforward. A common approach involves searching a database of reactions or transformation rules for reaction centers that match the target compound of interest and proposing analogous transformations. Figure 1 illustrates how such suggestions, based on analogous examples, often do not consider functional group compatibilities and other unexpected reactivity issues that will invalidate the proposed reaction. The first example illustrates a simple benzyl alcohol target compound and a proposed pair of precursor molecules to synthesize the target by a Grignard reaction. The second example illustrates a nearly identical target compound and the precursors that would be proposed by naively applying the analogous retro synthetic transformation. This second suggestion is invalid because it does not consider the acid-base, side reaction between the alcohol and organometallic reagent that will ruin the intended result.
Existing computer-aided synthesis design systems have each addressed this problem of interfering chemical functionality to different degrees. The classic solution is to add "exclusion rules" to the suggested transformations. For the example in Figure 1 , an exclusion rule could be added stating that this organometallic addition should only be suggested if none of the participating molecules contains an OH group. However, the problem is more complex because there are many other exclusion rules that would also be necessary in this example, such as the absence of SH, NH, other carbonyl, or nitrile groups. A more versatile option that has the potential to completely solve this problem is to develop a robust reaction predictor that can foresee these unexpected side reactions. To address the reaction validation component of retro synthetic analysis, a reaction predictor could simply execute a virtual reaction on any proposed precursors to verify that the intended target is actually produced.
Beyond the scope of supporting retro synthetic analysis, a robust reaction predictor would have many other immediate applications. For example, a reaction predictor could: (1) systematically generate many reactions to power combinatorial library design and development 10 ; (2) dynamically generate and validate content to support chemical education 11 ; (3) propose mechanisms to explain the course of a reaction 12, 13 ; and (4) reveal previously undiscovered and useful reactivity.
Methods

System Overview
We have developed a reaction expert system to predict the major products of a reaction, given a combination of starting materials and reagents. This functionality is implemented through two primary modules, a knowledge base of transformation rules and an inference engine to process those rules ( Figure 3 ).
A key design decision for the system is determining what the knowledge base of transformation rules represents, and in particular, at what level of detail does the system model the predicted reactions. Most past systems have used a knowledge base of transformation rules that reflect the overall reactions from starting materials to final products ( Figure 2a) . However, using a single rule to reflect an overall "macroscopic" reaction obscures the "microscopic"
elementary steps that underlie multi-step reaction mechanisms (Figure 2b ). To capture this mechanistic detail, the individual rules in our system are instead designed to mirror elementary reaction steps, from which the "macroscopic" reactions can be derived. While the system's transformation rules model reactions at the level of elementary processes, users are typically not interested in directly observing this level of detail. Instead, users typically prefer interacting at the level of overall reactions or even more broadly at the level of general reagents and reaction conditions. To accommodate this high level interaction, the detailed transformation rules are aggregated into reagent models that represent general chemical reagents and reaction conditions (e.g., hydrobromic acid), which can then predict the overall course of specific reactions (e.g., alkene hydrobromination). Furthermore, to develop richer and more 
Elementary Transformation Rules
The core elementary rules in the system describe chemical structure transformations using the SMIRKS language, a simple extension of the SMILES (molecule) and SMARTS (chemical ">>" symbol delimits reactants from products. The numbers following colons are atom-map indexes used to specify which reactant atoms correspond to which product atoms. Further specification of the SMIRKS language can be found in the references 14 .
Electron Flow Specifications
The reaction transformation rules developed for this expert system are designed to mirror elementary reaction steps, which makes it relatively straightforward to extend their function to generating curved arrow mechanism diagrams 12, 13 . This is achieved by attaching to each The electron flow specification language, described below and illustrated in Figures 4a and 4b , was created for this reaction expert system as a SMIRKS language extension to support mechanistic detail in reaction transformation rules. The typical form of one of these specifications is "n 1 ,n 2 =n 3 ,n 4 " where n 1 , n 2 are the indexes associated with the source atoms flanking the bond of origin for the electron flow arrow while n 3 , n 4 are the indexes associated with the target atoms flanking the new bond that will be formed by the elementary reaction step.
A similar string like "n 1 ,n 2 -n 3 ,n 4 " represents the movement of a single electron (i.e., a free radical reaction) instead of the more typical movement of a pair of electrons. The complete set of symbols used in this language is listed in Table 2 .
Symbol Description
; Delimits specifications for diagrams with multiple electron flow arrows. = Represents a double-headed arrow for the movement of 2 electrons, delimiting source from sink atoms. -Represents a single-headed "fishhook" arrow for the movement of 1 electron (i.e., free radical reactions), delimiting source from sink atoms. n i Numerical indexes which identify atoms representing sources and sinks for the arrows. , Atom delimiter for when the source or target of the arrow consists of multiple atoms (i.e., 2 atoms specified to indicate bond electrons). The order in which the atoms are listed here does not affect the resulting diagram. Table 2 -Definition of the symbols that can be used in the electron flow specification language.
While using this specification language, certain nuances in electron arrow pushing diagrams must be highlighted. One potential issue is that the specification may seem to imply that arrows can originate from the nuclei of atoms when in reality they are meant to represent the movement of the electrons. Obviously, the intended meaning in these scenarios is that the arrows represent the movement of the electrons (lone pair or free radical) associated with the atom, and not of the actual atom nucleus. Thus the specification language assumes that the user is capable of identifying lone pair and free radical electrons. Unfortunately, ChemAxon's MarvinView module 16 , used for the system's visualization of mechanism diagrams, does not presently include
proper support for explicit lone pair or free radical entities. Instead, the MarvinView arrows in these cases must currently be drawn as originating from an atom, despite the atom's electrons being the intended origin of these arrows.
Another nuance for these curved arrow mechanism diagrams is revealed when an electron source is a bond. In such cases, the target atom list must contain one of the source atoms to yield unambiguous results. In Figure 4b , this is represented by the dashed bond between atom 1 and 3, indicating a forming bond. Without this information (the dashed line or any equivalent), the reader is uncertain as to whether atom 1 or 2 should be bonded to atom 3 after the electrons have moved. 
Stereochemistry
Many reaction examples in this manuscript have their stereochemistry simplified for clarity, but the actual system enforces that all molecules processed have complete stereochemistry specified. This ensures that any reactions that actually have stereo specific outcomes are modeled appropriately based on fully specified inputs. To achieve this, any molecule processed by the system that contains unspecified stereocenters has all of its stereo-combinations enumerated to represent the corresponding racemic mixture ( Figure 5 ). For unspecified E vs. Z stereochemistry of double bonds, rather than enumerate both possibilities, the system preferentially selects the isomer that keeps the largest substituents trans with respect to each other. No stereo selectivity exists for this Sn1 substitution reaction, so the system will enumerate both enantiomers as possible products of the reaction to represent a racemic mixture. The E1 elimination reaction could theoretically produce two diastereomeric products, but the system will preferentially select the one which keeps the largest substituents trans with respect to each other, to reflect the typical pattern of stereo selectivity in these reactions.
For reactions that actually have stereo specific or stereo selective outcomes, the SMIRKS language already has the expressive power to represent these transformations as illustrated in Figure 6 . These representations are based on the use of the "@" symbol to specify atom chirality, and the "/" and "\" symbols to specify bond chirality 14 . syn with respect to each other, and likewise for the Z dienophile resulting in syn substituents at carbon 5 and 6. Stereoselectivity: Assuming kinetic preference for the endo product over the exo product, the orientation of stereocenters at carbon 1 and 4 is defined with respect to those at carbon 5 and 6. This example illustrates one product generated by the stereospecific Diels-Alder reaction, but the actual reaction will yield a racemic mixture including the enantiomeric product.
In such cases, a second copy of the SMIRKS rule is included. The second rule is modified with inverted stereospecification symbols to yield the respective enantiomeric product.
Potential Prediction Mistakes
Transformation rules as described thus far are still insufficient to provide robust reaction predictions. If alkene hydrobromination reactions were based solely on the two SMIRKS rules from Table 1 , many mistakes would be made, such as those illustrated in Figure 7a , b, and c. Instead, because the carbocation is adjacent to a tertiary center, a 1,2 hydride shift will alter the site of the carbocation. To develop more robust predictions that address the above issues, we must add more specific transformation rules and prioritize the list of rules by an appropriate precedence order.
Reagent-Rule Links
Reagents are basically ranked collections of elementary transformation rules. In the database implementation of the knowledge base, reagent-rule link tables assign transformation rules to reagent models, with an additional priority rank value to indicate which rules should be attempted first before descending down the precedence order. To a first order approximation, the rules are ranked in terms of the relative "reactivity" of the step being modeled. All rule links have a priority rank specified to enforce complete ordering of the rules within a reagent model, though ties are allowed to represent elementary reaction steps that are equally likely to occur (e.g., Sn1 vs. E1 termination of a carbocation intermediate). Table 3 includes a subset of the linked rules from the complete HBr reagent model. Patterns worth noting that address the issues mentioned in Figure 7 include:
1. "Carbocation, Anion Addition" is ranked higher than any "Alkene, Protic Acid Addition" to prevent production of a species with multiple positive charges.
2. Several "Alkene, Protic Acid Addition" rules exist, differentiated by what kind of carbocation each would yield. These are ranked to ensure the more stable carbocations will be formed before any others are attempted.
3. Carbocation rearrangement rules are added with high priority, and again note that several exist to account for the different possibilities, ranked respectively. In addition to a priority ranking value, the rule link records include other supporting information and control logic. For example, warning levels and messages are attached to the carbocation rearrangement rule links in Table 3 such that, when these rules are triggered, the system can alert the user to these reaction steps that are likely to be unintended or undesirable.
The system can also control the timing of certain rule triggers based on the assignment of a status number associated with it. The convention established in the system is that starting material reactants begin with a status number of 0 and typically result in a status number of 100 to reflect conversion into a final product. This is particularly useful for managing reagent models representing multi-stage reactions, such as first treating a substrate with LiAlH 4 and then following with aqueous workup. To achieve this two-stage effect, the rules associated with the LiAlH 4 step modify the input reactant's status number from 0 to 100, while the rules associated with the aqueous workup have pre-status conditions that will not allow them to trigger until the input reactants have achieved a status number of at least 100.
Reagent Models
When chemists depict reagent usage on paper, such as the hydrobromination example in Figure   2a , they typically just write "HBr" over a reaction arrow. To model what is represented there, the reagent is assigned a collection of elementary transformation rules with priority rank values, such as those in Table 3 . To complete the reagent model, additional information on implied reactants and products must be tracked. This information is often neglected by chemical data systems and human chemists alike, but it is necessary to satisfy the fully balanced and atom-mapped reaction equations. For example, alkene hydrobromination reactions (Figure 2a ) should be aware of implied "HBr" reactants to clearly specify the source of those product atoms. Similarly, condensation reactions ( Figure 8 ) should be aware of implied "H 2 O" products to clearly specify the fate of those reactant atoms, instead of implying that they were annihilated.
Recurring Reactivity Patterns and Variable Reaction Conditions
In developing the reagent models, many recurring mechanisms and reactivity patterns are found. As a result, general reaction rules can be reused in many reagent models. For example, to develop a reagent model for aqueous sulfuric acid that can add H 2 O to alkenes, we can reuse almost every single rule in Table 3 without having to duplicate any effort. The only change necessary is to replace the "Carbocation, Anion Addition" rule with a similar rule for "Carbocation, Hydroxyl Addition." This kind of rule reuse is facilitated by the reagent-rule link records which allow for a many-to-many relationship between reagents and rules. Furthermore, a simple reagent inheritance framework is supported where all of the general rules associated with a common pattern (e.g., carbocation chemistry) are linked to an abstract reagent model and then the actual, concrete reagent models that users interact with (e.g., the HBr reagent) simply "inherit" any rules from the abstract reagent model without having to reconnect each individual rule to the concrete reagent model.
This reuse of rules, representing recurring reactivity patterns, makes it convenient to develop reagent models representing similar but variable reaction conditions. For example, there are several reagent models in the system representing treatment with aqueous (sulfuric) acid, but these are qualified with variations in their reaction conditions such as "catalytic," "cold, dilute", "hot, dilute", "cool, concentrated / fuming," and "hot, concentrated." These reagent models have identical effects in many cases, as they are based on a common set of reaction rules, but they can include additional rules or override rule priority rankings to achieve variable results. Figure 8 illustrates a reversible reaction which can be completed in either direction by selecting the appropriate reaction condition variant of an aqueous acid reagent model. These reagent models are nearly identical in reaction rule content, but the model representing a dilute acid with excess H 2 O has a rule for substrate hydrolysis, which is priority ranked higher than in the complementary reagent model for concentrated acid (minimal or distilled H 2 O). Finally, a few "reagent" models in the system do not even represent an actual chemical reagent, but rather fairly generic solvent conditions in cases where the reactions are driven primarily by the reactants (Table 5 ). 
Results
Core Predictive Capabilities
The core reaction prediction capabilities supported by the system are illustrated in Figures 9 and 10. The products and curved arrow mechanism diagrams for these reactions are not precoded results but rather are dynamically predicted within a second based on the input reactant and reagent combinations. Furthermore, the reagent models implemented in the system do not correspond to specific "name reactions 17 " such as a "Michael Addition" or "Claisen
Condensation." Instead, reagent models represent general reaction conditions such as treatment of the reactants with NaOH. The NaOH reagent model, for example, contains rules giving it the ability to predict many different reactivity patterns, including Sn2/E2 chemistry, nucleophilic acylations, aldol chemistry, and more. This general predictive power is possible without "memorizing" every possible "macroscopic" reaction pattern because the reagent rule sets are designed to match the "microscopic" elementary reaction steps at the mechanistic level of detailed electron flows. This allows the system to automatically derive specific overall, balanced and atom mapped, reaction patterns based on their underlying mechanisms. Currently over 80 reagent models (listed in Table 5 ) have been developed for the system based on over 1,500 prioritized SMIRKS transformation rules. The examples described above were chosen for simplicity of presentation, but significantly more complex reactivity has been modeled with these rules. Reaction topics currently implemented are listed in Table 4 -List of reaction topics currently covered in the system. Section numbers correspond to the Loudon textbook, though the system is not tied to any particular content source since it is designed to model the fundamental underlying chemistry. Gaps in the section numbers correspond to textbook chapters that do not include any relevant reactions to model, such as chapters on stereochemistry or spectroscopy.
Reagent Model Descriptions
Pd (0) NH4Cl, NaCN Na, NH3 Cyanohydrin O3, CH3SCH3
Benzylic Halide (para-oxy) O3, H2O Arenediazonium Prep (HCl) OsO4, NaHSO3 (syn dihydroxylation) Arenediazonium Prep (H2SO4) Periodic Acid (HIO4) Arenediazonium Prep (HBr)
Arenediazonium (H) Hypophosphorus Acid NaBH3CN
Hofmann Elimination Table 5 -Listing of 80 reagent models currently implemented in the system that users can combine with reactant molecules to predict the course and major products of reactions. A few models do not reflect an actual chemical reagent, but instead represent reactions driven primarily by the reactants in a generic solvent. In particular, there are "reagents" for simply mixing the reactants in different solvent types ("Mix Reactants, Protic" and "Mix Reactants, Aprotic") and one for mixing the reactants under heat to model thermal pericyclic reactions ("Pericyclic Reactions (thermal)").
System Validation Process
The examples in Figure 9 illustrate a few specific reactions the system is known to reproduce accurately and consistently, but to ensure prediction validity across a range of possible inputs, we have manually composed over 4,500 specific reaction test cases for the system. These test cases systematically cover a range of relevant functional group combinations, including negative test cases where the most reasonable prediction is that "no reaction" will occur (e.g., treatment of a saturated hydrocarbon with acid or base). As part of a rigorous unit testing process, new test cases are added whenever the system's rule set is expanded or modified. Before any changes to the rule set are accepted, all new and prior test cases are verified to ensure prediction validity remains intact. Furthermore, as a limited form of crowd-sourcing, users can submit a "challenge" if they believe any reaction predicted by the system is incorrect. After a few years of system service and over 3,000 users, a few dozen challenges have been submitted, but less than a handful actually identified legitimate prediction errors in the system. These few legitimate challenges alerted us to make changes in the rule set to correctly handle novel inputs, but in most of the remaining cases, the challenges came from student users who did not fully understand the chemistry involved.
Chemical Education
A specific application of the expert system that illustrates many of its predictive capabilities is a chemical education system to support the learning of organic chemistry reactions, syntheses, and mechanisms 11 . This educational application challenges students to solve organic synthesis and mechanism elucidation problems but, unlike typical online learning applications, the underlying expert system enables teaching support for instructors and a richer learning experience for students. For instructors, this includes automated problem generation and grading. For students, this includes also automatic problem generation, as well as the fostering of inquiry-based learning 21 where students can conduct and observe virtual experiments by selecting their own novel reactant and reagent combinations. This chemical education application has been tested in several courses at the University of California, Irvine where correlative evidence indicates that students who use the system score on average ~10% better on examinations than those who do not 11 .
Validation of Synthesis Plans
A natural extension of the reaction prediction functionality is to apply it towards solving retro synthetic design problems 22 . To a large degree, all that is necessary is to take the transformation rules which normally convert reactants into predicted products and invert them to instead convert target products into proposed precursors. Making these kinds of retro synthetic suggestions is relatively straightforward and commonplace amongst computer-aided synthesis design tools 9, 23, 24 , but the additional value gained here is that any proposed precursors can be passed back through the forward reaction prediction reagent model to validate that the intended target will actually be produced by the proposed precursors. This forward validation step can further contribute a reliability score to any proposed reaction by predicting whether a mixture of different products or stereoisomers could cripple the yield of the intended product. 
Combinatorial Library Design
Another application of the reaction prediction technology is in combinatorial library design.
This applies for both general library design 10 , where virtual molecules are systematically enumerated from an initial pool of building blocks, and targeted library design 22 , where virtual molecules that are structurally similar to a target compound are constructed from building blocks that are similar to substructures of the target.
The additional value of the reaction prediction technology is that it provides a natural solution to the library design problem of generating virtual compounds of reasonable synthetic feasibility 25 . Design of a combinatorial library by enumerating all possible structures up to some constraint of atom number 26 or reaction types 27 can generate many possible structures, but leaves open the challenge of filtering down to those that could be readily synthesized. Rather than developing heuristic rules or scoring functions to estimate synthetic feasibility, systematically applying the expert system's reagent models to an initial pool of available starting materials will generate a large virtual library of compounds while simultaneously proposing a reasonable synthetic reaction to produce each compound. Furthermore, the robust reagent models allow the generation process to easily filter out any proposed reactions that would yield undesirable side reactions or mixtures as illustrated in Figure 12 . Figure 12 -Flowchart for designing a combinatorial library using the expert system's reagent models. A collection of available building blocks is passed through the reagent models in all (pair-wise) combinations to predict reasonable virtual products along with a specific synthetic reaction proposal for each. The reagent models will naturally sort the results into relevant subsets based on the proposed synthetic reactions. An example product and respective synthetic reaction is illustrated for each of these subsets. Acceptable: Products generated from proposed reactions that the system validates as reasonable and effective for use in the library. Unreliable:
Products generated from proposed reactions that may work, but are likely to produce an unreliable mixture of many side products. Invalid: Products for which no proposed synthetic reaction is acceptable, due to side reactions that will disrupt the intended result.
Reaction Discovery
Given the pre-programmed nature of a rule-based system, it seems unlikely that this system could discover any new types of reactions that were not already known by the knowledge engineer who authored the rules. While this may be true in terms of discovering individual The second reaction is expected to open the epoxide by the enolate nucleophile. The system does predict that effect, but it also recognizes the epoxide opens up to yield an oxygen anion which is a strong nucleophile that can reach back to attack the original ester to form a lactone.
Discussion
A reaction expert system founded upon fundamental reaction prediction capabilities has been developed to provide a platform for addressing problems ranging from retro synthetic analysis and combinatorial library design 22 to mechanism elucidation and chemical education 11 . The While this rule-based approach to reaction prediction is already useful in many applications, the approach does have its limitations. Currently just over 80, most common, reagent models are implemented in the system, but it may require hundreds of reagent model variations to achieve comprehensive coverage of the breadth of modern organic chemistry. While additional reagent models can always be added to expand the system's coverage, the size and complexity of the rule set makes progressive addition of rules increasingly more challenging.
An alternative approach to manually composing reaction rules is to automatically generate the rules by perceiving common patterns from reaction databases 28, 29 . The automation of these approaches is certainly appealing, but the depth of prediction models they can generate is often limited by the reaction databases available for them to work from. Full access to large reaction databases is often highly restricted and, even if data mining access is possible, the data is noisy and tends to lack fully balanced and atom-mapped reactions. Furthermore, these data almost always describe overall "macroscopic" reactions with no detail on the underlying mechanisms and elementary reaction steps.
To achieve a greater level of generality and robustness, an alternative reaction predictor design could instead be driven by more fundamental principles of molecular orbital theory 30 and reaction kinetics simulations, though it would probably do so at the cost of longer prediction times. Even for the development of such a principle-driven approach, the rule-based system described here can be useful for generating a virtual database of detailed reaction mechanisms with fully balanced and atom-mapped reaction data to train and validate the principle-driven system. In the meantime, the rule-based expert system already provides a platform for solving a range of important chemistry applications by addressing the fundamental problem of chemical reaction prediction, at a unique mechanistic level of detail, with sub-second prediction times. 
